SOURCE: MOSCOW RADIO MOSCOW IN HANmandIN 1300 GMT 22 DEC 93

TEXT:

{RECEPTION: POOR})*

1. HIGHLIGHTS.
2. TURKMENISTAN PREPARING TO HOST CIS SUMMIT. (UNO MIN)
3. RUSSIAN POLITICAL LEADERS DISCUSSING PROSPECTS OF NEW RUSSIAN PARLIAMENT. (UNO MIN)
4. RUSSIAN TROOPS BEGIN TO WITHDRAW FROM ESTONIA. (UNO MIN)
5. AZERBAIJAN PRES ALIYEV HOLDS PRESS CONF IN PARIS ON HIS VISIT TO FRANCE. (UNO MIN)
6. BOSNIAN FACTIONAL LEADERS 22 DEC HOLD PEACE TALKS IN BRUSSELS. (UND MIN)
7. PLO, ISRAEL 22 DEC HOLD TALKS IN PARIS. (UND MIN)
8. SOUTH AFRICAN GOVT TO DISCUSS DRAFT NEW CONSTITUTION TODAY. (UND MIN)
9. UN CHIEF GHALI HOLDS PRESS CONF IN JAPAN ON NUCLEAR ISSUE IN KOREAN PENINSULA. (UND MIN)
10. RUSSIANS RUSH TO PURCHASE NEW AUTO PLANT'S SHARES. (UND MIN)
11. RUSSIAN RESEARCHERS SIGHT UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS. (UND MIN)
12. REPEAT HIGHLIGHTS.
13. REPEAT ANNOUNCEMENT ON STATION'S SPECIAL MTHLY PROGRAM
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14. "GOOD EVENING, CHINA" PROGRAM:
   A. SOLOVYEV ON RUSSIANS' APPROVAL OF NEW CONSTITUTION. (5 MIN)
   B. KONDRAITJEV ON NUCLEAR ISSUE IN KOREAN PENINSULA, NOTING UN
   CHIEF GHALI'S UPCOMING VISIT TO DPRK, ROK. (4 MIN)
   C. PARTLY INDISTINCT REPORT ON KREMLIN'S TREASURES. (4 MIN)
   D. CIS NEWS BRIEFS. (5 MIN)
   E. REPORT ON INAUGURATION OF RUSSIAN SPORTS PARTY IN MOSCOW.
   (3.5 MIN)
   F. INTRODUCTION TO RUSSIAN BEVERAGE. (4 MIN)
   G. MUSIC, SONGS. (20 MIN)